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mystery genre, and many of her books echo, reiterate, and revise elements of mystery plots. e book that critics seize on most often in this
regard is her clever postmodernist parody of mystery novels and literary
academia, Swann (). e first publisher, Stoddart, retitled the book
Swann: A Mystery without first consulting Shields, and, partly as a result, it
won the Arthur Ellis Award for best mystery book in Canada in .¹ But
contrary to the concession to genre-related codes implied by this award,
Swann and Shields’s other books do not follow conventional mystery plots,
which usually begin with the disruption of societal order through a murder or other crime, include a second and more central narrative about a
 Archivist Lorna Knight discussed this retitling in a paper presented in  to

the annual conference of the Association for Canadian and Quebec Literatures.
e book has had a number of different titles. Letters between Carol Shields
and her agent suggest that Shields first saw the title Swann: A Mystery on the
galley proofs and that she learned about the further renaming of the book for the
paperback edition (Swann: A Literary Mystery) when she saw it in a bookstore.
She was critical of the British title, Mary Swann: “[H]ow many titles changes can
a book go through before it loses its substantive form! ” (letter to Bella Pomer,
 January ).
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detective who unravels the details of the crime, and end with punishment
of the criminal and a return to the established order (see Reddy – and
Todorov ). Tzvetan Todorov argued in  that mystery literature “has
its norms; to ‘develop’ them is also to disappoint them: to ‘improve upon’
detective fiction is to write ‘literature’ ” (). Shields’s fiction during an
almost thirty-year period from  to  questions this assumption
by repeatedly blurring the boundaries between “literature” and popular
mystery fiction. ere is no murder, detective, or punishment in these
books—or at least, no murder that is being investigated, since the most
obvious death, that of Mary Swann, occurs twenty years before the action
of Swann. Instead, the books’ mysteries are related to the power granted to
and withheld from women through reading, writing, and publication. As
such, they fit into a long tradition of literary mysteries by women writers
such as Dorothy Sayers (Gaudy
Gaudy Night
Night, ) but have the most affinity with
postmodernist examples of this tradition such as A. S. Byatt’s Possession
() and Margaret Atwood’s e Blind Assassin (), which inscribe
and parody mystery codes as they unravel women writers’ life stories.²
Shields’s interest in literary mysteries began at least fifteen years before
the publication of Swann with her first unpublished novel, which linked
poetry to blackmail. At the time, Shields was a published poet (she had
published Others in  and had written many of the poems for the 
collection Intersect) and was working on a master’s thesis on Susanna
Moodie at the University of Ottawa. Shields told Eleanor Wachtel that
during  she sent her completed “literary whodunit” successively to
McClelland and Stewart, Macmillan, and Oberon, all of whom sent her
“nice rejection letters” (–). Two versions of this book, called e Vortex—one labeled with the tongue-in-cheek pen name “Polly Pen”—exist
in four separate manuscripts among the  boxes of material Shields
donated before her death to the literary manuscript collection of Library
and Archives Canada.³ Although Shields was confident enough about
her book that she sent out the manuscript for possible publication, she
eventually agreed that it was not publishable and began work on Small
Ceremonies (published in ). Indeed, the melodramatic plot of e
Vortex and its frankly unbelievable proliferation of suspects support this
negative assessment. But threads in Shields’s unpublished manuscript
can be tied to similar threads in her later books, in particular aspects of
 My essay on Atwood’s e Blind Assassin contains a brief comparison of mystery

and gothic aspects of Swann, Possession, and e Blind Assassin.
 See Catherine Hobbs’s essay on the Carol Shields archival fonds for a reproduction of a page from e Vortex ().
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feminist literary mystery evident in Swann but also in Small Ceremonies,
e Box Garden (), and Unless (), as well as in the fragments of a
mystery about academia and women’s fertility that she planned with her
friend and collaborator, Blanche Howard, but never completed.⁴ Shields’s
first mystery manuscript, while not as finely honed as the later published
works, evidences much of the same cleverness and some of the same techniques, including several that have since been identified as postmodernist,
and reveals the seeds of her interest in the mystery of women’s relationship
with literature.
In her book Sisters in Crime, Maureen Reddy nicely summarizes the
arguments of a number of previous theorists by suggesting that the detective in a mystery novel “is primarily a reader”: “e text presented to the
detective is a fragmented one, with the detective taking on the task of
both reading and writing this text: he/she takes the signs presented (clues)
and […] turns them into a coherent narrative” (). In many of her books,
Shields expands upon and then subverts this notion of the detective as
reader through a major continuing thread: the conceit of the bad reader,
who deepens and complicates rather than resolving the novel’s central
questions by failing to read or by misreading a particular text. Shields’s
linkage in her plots between readers who are part of the chain of literary
production and mysteries that are initially misinterpreted by those readers reflects her evolving interest both in the postmodernist production,
consumption, and interpretation of literature and in a feminist critique of
Western social realities. Her female characters are deficient readers—and
are sometimes badly read themselves—because of the gappy ways in
which they are allowed to perceive and participate in their worlds. is
perceptual exclusion becomes more and more central to Shields’s literary
mysteries and indeed her other books, especially Swann but also her final
social mystery, Unless. Women characters in these books cannot accurately
interpret the world around them until they are allowed to take control of
the writing and reading of their own and others’ narratives.
Shields’s first bad reader is Maude Whitmore in the manuscripts of
e Vortex.⁵ Literature is highlighted in this unpublished novel because
 Papers deposited at Library and Archives Canada show that in –, after

Shields and Howard wrote their collaborative novel, A Celibate Season, but
before it was published, they planned to collaborate on a feminist academic
mystery called Fertility. ey drafted two chapters before they abandoned the
project.
 I include references to the manuscripts of e Vortex and to Carol Shields’s letters with permission of the Carol Shields Literary Trust. Since few readers will
have read e Vortex, some plot summary is provided.
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the main character is editor of a well-respected poetry journal also called
e Vortex. Maude neglects to read the latest book of poetry by an old
friend, Leon Orsky, and thus fails to realize that one poem leaves her
open to charges of infidelity. In both manuscript versions of this book,
she receives a series of blackmail letters. e first letter offers what are
described as “pornographic” poems, along with a note that the poems
are “reflections on the sin of adultery” (version :); in the last letter,
the author demands that the poems be published in e Vortex or he (or
she) will reveal to Maude’s husband that she had an affair with Leon. e
narrator’s description of the poems as obscene is the only account of them
the reader receives, and the poems themselves are not included in the narrative (although letters and other poems are). As the reader learns in the
first chapter of version one of the manuscript—but not until chapter  of
version two—Maude has not been unfaithful to her husband, although she
was tempted. One afternoon, Maude invited Leon into her bedroom, but
neither was capable of going through with the sex act, and part of Leon’s
hesitancy was that he “always figured Charlie [Maude’s husband] would
murder me” (v. : and v. :).
Maude believes that to admit her almost-infidelity to her straitlaced
lawyer husband would ruin her marriage. Her sense of her options is
determined by literary precedent, the precedent of the mystery-thriller;
as the third-person narrator says, “[T]here could be no possibility of going
to the police. All the blackmailed characters in her paperbacks knew it” (v.
:). us as Maude considers whether or not to publish the poems, she
tries to discover the source of the letters by rereading each, looking for
“clues” (v. :), and by taking on the dual role of victim and detective as
she investigates the people around her, almost all of whom are connected
to the field of literary production. Is the author of the letters Leon’s longsuffering wife or his neglected son, both of whom have started to write
poetry? A has-been poet who is now writing erotic poems she may publish under a nom de plume? A bookstore owner who has a grudge against
Maude because of a dispute over a bill? Or her husband’s law partner, who
is seen to be frequenting pornographic theatres?
is complicated list of suspects is further complicated by a subplot
involving a double mistaken parentage that evokes the roots of mystery
novels in gothic and sensation novels, both of which often have mistaken
parentage at their core (Reddy –).⁶ In a number of feminist literary
mysteries, such as Amanda Cross’s  e Players Come Again, Byatt’s
 Literary precedents for mistaken or hidden parentage or other family secrets that
complicate a plot include gothic and sensation novels such as Horace Walpole’s
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Possession, and Atwood’s e Blind Assassin, complications of hidden
parentage unravel alongside mysteries of literary production. In e Vortex, Maude is concerned about a romantic attachment between her niece
and Leon’s son because she suspects that her niece was fathered by Leon.
is speculation is correct, but, as Maude later discovers, the relationship
between the young lovers is not incestuous because Leon is not his son’s
biological parent.
Maude is delayed in solving her personal mystery not just by this
distracting subplot but also, more importantly, because she has failed to
read Leon’s latest book and thus does not know that his poem “Tulips in
January” describes a moment of sexual joy in a room with tulip wallpaper—clearly, Maude’s bedroom. Maude’s husband, though, has read the
book and is revealed as the blackmailer. He has sent the demand to his wife
in order to discover, first, if she had an affair, and, second, if she loves her
husband enough to destroy her literary reputation by agreeing to publish
sexually explicit poems written by her own deceased brother. Although
the mystery plots are wound up at the end of e Vortex, the conclusion
to the social plot remains ambiguous, and thus the book undercuts a convention of the mystery novel by refusing closure. As Reddy persuasively
argues, “e classic crime novel [like the gothic novel] begins in disorder
or in violation of order and proceeds more or less linearly to order” (),
with the (usually male) detective “establishing a singular version of reality, which he calls ‘truth’ ” (). e reader of the manuscript of e Vortex
knows the “truth” of the near affair, but stand-in detective Maude neither
confirms nor denies that truth to her husband. Distraught at his betrayal,
which she characterizes as a “crime” worse than the one she might have
committed, she leaves him to spend the night in a hotel. In both versions
of the manuscript, she packs sleeping pills and tranquilizers, and thus
both narratives conclude (the first version more explicitly than the second)
with the implication that she intends to commit suicide. e darkness of
this conclusion contradicts the almost farcical nature of the preceding
mystery plot, including the abundance of literary suspects and the convolutions and coincidences involved in the mistaken parentage subplot.
At the same time, the conclusion highlights a gender-related difficulty in
resolving the plot: because of the heroine’s essential powerlessness in both
literary and societal terms, her death is the only one Shields as author can
contemplate.
e Castle of Otranto (), Sophia Lee’s e Recess (), and Wilkie Collins’s
e Woman in White ().
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e Vortex employs complex narrative techniques that Shields used
successfully in her later novels and that, in those books, have been interpreted as postmodernist—this in the early s, when postmodernism in
Canada was just beginning to be a subject of discussion. As well as having
an ambiguous conclusion, the plot of e Vortex is forwarded in part by an
entire chapter of letters and by a two-and-a-half page comedic monologue
by one of the secondary characters. Similar techniques were used to great
effect twenty years later in Shields’s self-consciously postmodernist 
e Stone Diaries (see, for example,  – and –). Despite this
literary experimentation, the pseudonym Shields employed in her first
version of e Vortex indicates a possible uneasiness with the “popular”
nature of her manuscript. A number of so-called serious writers have used
pen names when they write mystery novels; American feminist academic
Carolyn Heilbrun, who wrote mysteries under the nom de plume Amanda
Cross, claimed that she decided to use a pseudonym because she feared
that her mystery books would harm her academic reputation (). Shields,
who was in  a published poet and aspiring academic, may have been
thinking about her future literary reputation when she chose the nom de
plume “Polly Pen.” e name itself, though, implies both the humour and
imitative nature of a parrot and a play on pen name, and thus suggests
that Shields was keenly aware that the manuscript contained a parody and
literary revision of the standard mystery plot that, in retrospect, might
be identified as postmodernist. Indeed, her  study of Canadian postmodernism, Linda Hutcheon argues that parodies of detective stories are
“among the ‘contaminating’ popular cultural forms infiltrating postmodern
Canadian fiction” of the s and s and enforcing a “postmodern
challenge to the boundaries of specifically ‘high art’ genres” ().
In later published books, Shields toned down the melodrama in plots
that were still clearly literary, yet she amplified the ironic and often parodic
focus on mystery of her first unpublished novel. In many later works, a
woman protagonist as writer and/or editor is, like Maude Whitmore,
embroiled in complexities brought about by careless reading. Shields’s
first published novel, the more subtly plotted Small Ceremonies, exhibits
an understated humour that skewers both the Canadian literary establishment and academia. e main character and first-person narrator, Judith
Gill, is a biographer of Canadian pioneer icon Susanna Moodie and is married to a Milton scholar. Ennui and illness lead her to put off reading the
latest and most successful novel by her friend Furlong Eberhardt. When
she finally does read Furlong’s book, she is outraged to discover that he
has stolen the plot of her own unpublished novel, which she showed to
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him and then asked him to destroy. Part of her outrage, and her sense of
shared guilt, stems from the fact that she herself plagiarized the plot from
another unpublished manuscript that she found in an apartment she and
her husband sublet while they were on sabbatical.
When Judith confronts Furlong with an unspecified accusation of
wrongdoing, he at first admits guilt, then, when he discovers exactly
what she is accusing him of, denies any culpability: “One uses what one
can find,” he says with a wave of his hand. “One takes an idea and brings
to it his own individual touch” (). His response leaves Judith with a
mystery to be solved: to what moral crime has Furlong in fact confessed?
As a biographer, she is something of a literary detective; she even refers
to her work using words such as “sleuthing” and “clue” (, ). rough
library and archival research, Judith uncovers the fact that this quintessentially Canadian novelist’s crime is that he is not Canadian. He was
born in Iowa and has masqueraded as Canadian because as such he has
found a literary niche. Indeed, Faye Hammill interprets Furlong’s books
(as described by Judith and other characters) as “formulaic” compositions
inspired by Canadian thematic criticism such as Margaret Atwood’s 
Survival, and Small Ceremonies itself as a postmodernist deconstruction
of such thematic work (–). Small Ceremonies broaches a question
that Shields was no doubt considering in relation to herself: Can someone
born in the United States be a Canadian writer? It also interrogates the
power allowed to women writers, since Judith works on a card table in
the corner of the bedroom she shares with her husband () and since her
fictional literary production has been appropriated by a male author. Yet
at the same time, the novel addresses the importance of storytelling as a
way of enriching human lives and conferring social power. Judith’s skills
as a literary researcher help her to solve the novel’s mysteries,⁷ and she
quotes her younger sister, poet Charleen Forrest, as saying that writing
provides the nourishment that allows the sisters to create more fulfilling
lives: “Our own lives just weren’t enough, she explains. We were underfed,
undernourished; we were desperate. So we dug in” ().
Charleen is herself the protagonist and narrator of Shields’s next novel,
e Box Garden (). is companion novel to Small Ceremonies focuses
 Several of the book’s subplots are mysteries. e female partner of an academic

friend refuses to see him, and Judith eventually discovers that the young woman
is pregnant but believes that her partner is not interested in a commitment.
After Judith’s husband mysteriously leaves skeins of wool in his desk, she learns
that he has creatively solved the publish-or-perish dilemma by crafting a tapestry that weaves the themes of Paradise Lost in different colours and that creates
a sensation at an academic conference.
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with equal attention on the literary, through Charleen’s work as a published
poet and editor of a botany journal. e book also echoes elements of
e Vortex, in particular through its focus on the misreading of epistolary
texts and its use of a relatively conventional suspense plot. Part of that
plot includes the kidnapping of Charleen’s teenaged son by a well-meaning friend who wants to reunite him with his long-absent father. Shields
later deplored that sally into thriller territory, saying that she had been led
astray by editors and critics who complained that “not much” happened
in Small Ceremonies and thus she had unwisely decided to include this
exciting plot development in her new book (“Interview” ).
e central mystery of e Box Garden, though, is not the kidnapping—that is revealed late in the novel and is quickly resolved—but the
misreading of letters (in a refinement of the letters Maude Whitmore
of e Vortex misreads) sent by a contributor to the botany journal. For
fifteen months Charleen has been spending most of her artistic energy
reading and responding to letters about the mystic nature of ordinary lawn
grass written by a man who calls himself Brother Adam. Only at the end
of the novel, when her son is taken to meet his father, does Charleen put
the pieces of the puzzle together. After reading a letter from her former
husband that advocates caring for “the grass before the grain” (), she
realizes that Brother Adam is of course her eccentric and errant ex-husband. e book’s key mystery, then, connects the misinterpretation of
texts to the complexities of family relationships. Like Small Ceremonies,
though, e Box Garden also highlights the lack of societal value placed on
the work of women writers and editors: Charleen notes that the university
office where she edits the journal is the only one that does not lock, and
“the lack of a lock and key seems to underscore the valuelessness of what I
do” (). Yet the novel also comments on the value of writing and of reading: Charleen says that after her husband abandoned his family, “poetry
became the means by which I saved my life” (). And she demonstrates
that she can solve the mystery of her son’s disappearance by correctly
reading and interpreting her former husband’s text.
Connections between literary and social texts, while sometimes tenuous in these first three novels, are explicit in Shields’s much more narratively experimental Swann, her most analyzed book after e Stone Diaries.
Although Shields herself titled her manuscript simply Swann, primarily
evoking literary predecessors such as Marcel Proust,⁸ Stoddart added
 Shields implicitly pokes fun at this literary reference in Unless, when she has

Reta’s editor suggest that the title of her new book should be not yme in Bloom
but simply Bloom, because it “gestures toward the Bloom of Ulysses” ().
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another layer of signification by publishing the book initially as Swann: A
Mystery. Most critical discussions of Swann, however, acknowledge that
Swann is not a mystery novel but instead is a postmodernist parody of
mystery fiction. In her comparison of Shields’s novel to other feminist mysteries, Barbara Godard calls it a subversion of the “conventional thriller”
(); Clara omas refers to the undermining of the “conventions that
make up the mystery story, the ‘discourse’ [. . .] of the whodunnit” (“Slight
Parodic Edge” ); and Donna Smyth notes that the book “subverts the
conventional mystery ending” (). Brian Johnson and Sarah Gamble,
meanwhile, point to Swann’s emphasis on the literary, Gamble by arguing
that “Swann is, on one level, a literary crime story” () and Johnson by
suggesting that the book adapts “the traditions of the classic whodunit” to
present the “literary counterpart: the whowroteit” (). Indeed, the novel
is fundamentally literary in that it centres on four characters connected to
the production and reception of literature—feminist literary critic Sarah
Maloney, literary biographer Morton Jimroy, small-town librarian Rose
Hindmarch, and publisher Frederic Cruzzi. e reader’s expectation that
the title character, farm wife and poet Mary Swann, will figure prominently
and decisively in the book is almost immediately contradicted, however;
she is presented only through the perspectives of the four main characters, who read and revise both her work and her life in terms of their own
interests.
While some critics have noted that, unlike the subtle parody evident
in Shields’s earlier books, Swann obviously and explicitly subverts mystery
codes, many others separate Swann from Shields’s earlier work because
of what they identify as its postmodernist stylistic innovations, especially
its increasingly fragmented five-part narrative structure. While, as I have
noted, even e Vortex exhibits some postmodernist techniques of narrative fragmentation (as do Small Ceremonies, with its incorporation of
multiple overlapping conversations, –, and e Box Garden, with its
inclusion of monologues from secondary characters, –), the narrative voice of Swann is remarkably disjointed. e first four sections consist
of first-person and increasingly more fragmented third-person narration
focalized in turn through each of the four main characters, while the fifth
is a mock film script about an academic symposium that brings all the
characters together. Susan Sweeney argues that the book’s “interrupted,
indirect, or dialogic narration,” “mixed genres,” “embedded texts,” “extravagant multiplicity of narrative voices,” and “ambiguous ending” together
suggest “a peculiarly feminine ambivalence toward narrative authority” (,
). Godard, meanwhile, argues that Swann, like many other recent mysterMisreading | 

ies by women, is both postmodernist and feminist because it evidences “a
dispersed subject position” () and “deploys devices to draw attention to
its textuality, so undermining its illusionist characteristics” ().
Certainly, Swann repeatedly and self-consciously evokes the mystery
genre. Rose is said to like reading thrillers, especially by John le Carré, and
Sarah’s investigative activities are called a “Miss Marple act” (). In a
postmodernist exposé of the constructed nature of fiction, the novel’s final
film-script section explicitly identifies the book’s characters as “fictional
creations” () and states that the film it purports to describe “may be
described (for distribution purposes) as a thriller” (). A director’s note
suggests that a scene in which the main characters bring together clues
should be played with “a very slight parodic edge” ()—clearly, a parody
of both thrillers and academic conferences—while another note calls
explicitly for “an ironic self-referential nod in the direction of the genre”
(). is exaggerated self-consciousness, along with the fragmented
narration, provides a postmodernist challenge to mystery conventions
that call for one authoritative figure who presents the reader with one
knowable and verifiable truth. Indeed, Swann works to exemplify Reddy’s
argument that the closure inherent in a traditional work of mystery fiction does not admit the basis of the rest of the book: “[N]arratives, and
the signs of which they are composed, are capable of supporting multiple,
conflicting interpretations” (). Instead, Swann revels in these multiple
interpretations.
at Swann is a parody of a crime novel is evident in the fact that the
literal murder—the gruesome killing and dismemberment of Mary Swann
twenty years earlier—is very early in the novel dismissed as peripheral to
the plot. As Rose tells Sarah, everyone knows that Swann was killed by her
abusive husband (), who then committed suicide, although investigators
can never be sure why: “ ‘Something snaps’ is what people usually say by
way of explanation” (). Similarly, the systematic theft of Mary’s books,
diary, and other memorabilia, which becomes more and more evident as
the book progresses, also appears to be nothing more than an elaborate
and entertaining subplot that also parodies conventional mysteries. Eventually, through clues scattered throughout the novel, the probable culprit
in this sub-mystery is revealed as a book-dealer boyfriend of Sarah’s who
wants to corner the market on Mary Swann.⁹ Two amateur detectives,
 Sarah’s lover Brownie, who “thinks of a book as a commodity” (), cleverly re-

appears in each subsequent section of the book: as a man at a play who tries to
befriend Jimroy (–); as Mr Browning who buys the Swann farm (–);
as a book dealer who pesters Frederic Cruzzi to sell his books (, –);
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Sarah and Cruzzi, try to discover the “truth,” but when the protagonists
gather at the end of the novel it is not to reveal that truth (even though
Sarah has finally “read” her former boyfriend correctly) but instead to
attempt to remember and write down one of Mary’s poems through “a
ceremonial act of reconstruction, perhaps even an act of creation” ().
As this conclusion suggests, among the most compelling mysteries of the
novel are questions about how literature is written and how the figure of
a writer is constructed. Shields told Wachtel in an interview that Swann is
about “the mystery of personality.[. . .] How does art come out of common
clay?” (). Following this thread, Sarah muses in her section of the book
that the “central mystery” of her work on Mary Swann is “Where in those
bleak Ontario acres, that littered farmyard” did she find the basis for her
poetry (). Jimroy poses a similar question when he says that “the central
mystery of art” is “that from common clay, works of genius evolve” (;
see also ). e most investigated body in this novel thus is not Mary
Swann’s physical body but the body of her literary work and reputation,
on which crimes continue to be perpetuated.
In their need to explain Mary’s life and work, the four main characters
repeatedly misread the subject of their investigations and thus metaphorically kill or steal her identity again and again. Commentators have noted
that many of the book’s characters “manufacture or destroy evidence
to support their own solutions to the mystery of Swann’s identity” and
appropriate “both her text and her life as text for [their] own self-serving
purposes” (Johnson , ; see also Godard ; omas, “Reassembling
Fragments” ; Eagleton ; and Niederhoff ). Sarah wants to work
on a serious literary figure and thus throws Mary’s rhyming dictionary
in the garbage. Jimroy’s possessiveness about his biographical subjects
leads him to steal a photograph of Mary and a pen belonging to her. Rose
misrepresents Mary’s life first through an imagined friendship and then
through a museum exhibit that softens and enlarges her bleak and narrow life (). As Johnson further argues, the characters’ interpretations
of Mary’s poems, especially “Blood pronounces my name / Blisters the
day with shame / Spends what little I own, / Robbing the hour, rubbing
the bone” (), reveal “more about the characters themselves than […]
about Mary Swann’s elusive poetic intent” (; see also Sweeney  and
Barbour ). Because Sarah loves her mother and longs to have a child
and finally as the man who tries to steal Mary Swann’s photograph at the final
symposium and who either purloins her love poems or collaborates in their
disappearance (, ).
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of her own, she interprets the blood poem as revolving around “the inescapable perseverance of blood ties, particularly those between mothers
and daughters” (). Because Jimroy’s goal is to find literary influences, he
identifies in the poem references to the Christian transubstantiation of
Christ’s blood through the Eucharist (–). Practical, menopausal Rose,
in contrast, reads the poem as referring to menstruation (, ). And as
readers finally learn, Cruzzi and his wife secretly rewrote the water-damaged blood poem, along with Swann’s other works, in part to provide “an
interpretation that would reinforce her strengths as a poet” () but also
because they want a new poetic voice for their publishing house. e fact
that their revisions give her poetry a distinctly modernist flavour and that
Sarah hopes that in interpreting the poems she can “post-mod along with
the best of them” (–), together indicate that part of Shields’s project
is a self-conscious consideration of modernism and postmodernism in
literature.
e construction of literary reputation is certainly the central postmodernist mystery of the book, and when Sarah says, “In a sense I invented
Mary Swann and am responsible for her” (), she is not far from the truth.
Yet, while the primary mystery revolves around a body of literary work,
Mary Swann’s physical body also haunts Shields’s book. Her death is revisited again and again as the murder and dismemberment of her work by
literary critics and biographers stands in for, and echoes and repeats, her
literal murder and dismemberment at the hands of her crazed husband.
As Jimroy asserts in the book’s second section, “It was just a matter of time
before the theoreticians got to Mary Swann and tore her limb from limb in
a grotesque parody of her bodily death” (). us the mystery dismissed
early in the book, the literal “death of the author,” is now brought back
for reconsideration ().¹⁰ is question is broadened and developed
through other, increasingly serious, threats to women characters: Sarah’s
lover steals her belongings; Jimroy makes anonymous phone calls; Rose
overhears an argument between a neighbouring couple and hopes that the
blotches on Jean Elton’s face are “caused by the weeping and the rye whisky,
and not by the force of Howie Elton’s fist” (); and Cruzzi knocks down
his wife (at the exact time Angus Swann murders Mary) because she has
partially destroyed the pages on which Mary’s poems are written. When
the third-person narrator of this section speculates about what happened
 A number of reviewers provide poststructuralist discussions of the function (or

“death”) of the author in Swann or, more recently, examine the way in which
Shields seems to parody these theoretical discussions. See, for example, Godard
, –; Johnson ; Eagleton ; Buss ; and Barbour .
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between the Cruzzis, she uses the same words employed a few pages later
to describe the Swanns: “Something had snapped” (). us Shields
uses a parodic literary mystery to focus on a social crime: the silencing of
women through various levels of violence. In the final section of Swann,
Sarah suggests that Mary’s murder may have been a way for her husband
to permanently silence the voice she had found in her poetry: “He shut her
up,” she says. “For good” (). As Godard argues of feminist mysteries in
general, Swann thus exposes “the positioning of woman as silent other on
whose mutilated body the narrative is constructed” ().
Societal crimes related to women’s silencing are pivotal in Unless,
Shields’s last and arguably most explicitly feminist novel. With Unless,
Shields returns to the relatively straightforward first-person narration
of her earliest published books and again places a woman writer as protagonist and narrator. Although Unless is not a postmodernist parody of a
mystery novel, it is metafictional in its repeated discussion of the process
of writing fiction (as Nora Foster Stovel argues, ), and it does centre on
novelist and translator Reta Winters’s misreading of the reasons for her
daughter’s despair. Because Reta does not pick up on the clues presented
to her, she initially interprets as personal and individual what is in fact a
broader societal silencing and exclusion.¹¹ Reta mitigates and finally solves
her personal dilemma only through her focus on writing and through a
more accurate reading of the politics of gender relations.
roughout Unless, Reta repeatedly formulates theories to solve the
mystery of why her daughter, Norah, has chosen a life begging on a street
corner in downtown Toronto, embracing “goodness” rather than reaching
for “greatness” (). Has Reta been a “failure as a mother” ()? Is Norah’s
life choice just an extension of the fact that she was a “good, obedient little
girl” () and later a young woman who was “too easily satisfied” and who
“too seldom considered herself deserving” ()? Was Norah troubled by
her parents’ decision never to marry in a formal way? Was she upset by
the failure of her relationship with her boyfriend or by her disputes with
a male professor about women’s place in literature and the world? Or, as
Reta’s feminist friend Danielle Westerman asserts, is Norah’s decision to
drop out of her own life the result of her emerging recognition of her invisible and silenced position as a woman? Has Norah “simply succumbed to
the traditional refuge of women without power” and “accepted in its stead
complete powerlessness, total passivity, a kind of impotent piety” ()?
 See my review-essay of Unless for a fuller discussion of language and women’s
silencing in Unless.
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Writing is
presented
in Unless as
one way that
women can
overcome the
limits of gender
codes and gain
social power.

Unless depicts women’s general powerlessness, exclusion, and silencing not only through Norah but also through Reta’s relationship with a
new editor, who misreads her work, who interrupts and bullies her, and
who demands that her fiction address “universal themes” ()—in other
words, a masculine perspective on life. His interventions demonstrate
that women’s lives are often misread and overwritten by others with more
societal power. As Reta tries to read and interpret her daughter’s decision,
she explicitly formulates Norah’s life in terms of narrative: “How did this
part of the narrative happen?” she asks. “We know it didn’t rise out of the
ordinary plot lines of a life story” (). Reta’s assessment is partly correct,
because one traumatic event has indeed pushed Norah’s life trajectory in
an unexpected direction. However, as Reta also hypothesizes, the ordinary
plot lines of many women’s life stories—including quietness, goodness, and
sacrifice to others—have paved the way for Norah’s eventual transformation into a street person.
Reta’s misreading of her daughter’s life narrative has prolonged her
own misunderstanding. She might have uncovered Norah’s causal trauma
earlier had she properly read the clues presented to her: she knows that
an Islamic woman set herself alight on the street corner in Toronto where
Norah now sits, that another unidentified woman tried to beat out the
flames, and that Norah always wears gloves (, –, ). e mystery
is solved when Reta learns that Norah’s silent vigil on this particular street
corner honours another woman who made her silencing and invisibility
literal and permanent through a drastic act of self-immolation. e apparently voluntary silencing explored in Unless thus is revealed not just as
an individual decision but instead as an act enforced by cross-cultural
gender codes.
As in Shields’s other feminist literary mysteries, writing is presented
in Unless as one way that women can overcome the limits of gender codes
and gain social power. Reta says, “On days when I don’t know which foot to
put in front of the other, I can type my way toward becoming a conscious
being” (), and insists that writing “matters” (). In the peculiar first
chapter of Unless, when Reta counts her “blessings” (), she only briefly
lists her family and friends, focusing instead on the books and stories that
she has written and translated. While throughout the book Reta writes letters that she will never send questioning patriarchal control over women’s
lives and narratives and battles with her editor over control of her own
literary production, at the book’s conclusion she writes a letter that she
clearly intends to send and triumphantly starts her third novel with the
assumption that her female protagonist is “intelligent and inventive and
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capable of moral resolution, the same qualities we presume, without demonstration, in a male hero” ().
An explicit reference to, and defense of, mystery literature occurs near
the conclusion of Unless, when Reta states that “the great joy of detective
fiction is watching the working hero being busy every minute with work”
(). e literature-popular fiction binary is further highlighted and
undermined at two other points in the novel: when Reta says that as she
writes, she has to “hush the critical voice […] that weighs serious literature
against what is merely entertainment” (), and when her pompous editor
initiates his criticism of her work by saying that he wants “quality fiction […
a]s opposed to popular fiction” (). While Shields uses her last novel to
explore literary value in an explicit way, in many of her earlier books she
inscribes, revises, and parodies conventions of a popular literary form—
mystery fiction—to express complex ideas about the power of literature
in expressing human lives and relationships. Linda Hutcheon argued a
year after Swann was published that “Parody and irony” are “major forms
of both formal and ideological critique in feminist and Canadian fiction”
(). Barbara Godard suggested a year later that feminists use and parody
genres such as mystery fiction “because these forms free writers—and
readers—from the constraints of realism, free them to hypothesize alternative realities which implicitly or explicitly criticize their own” (). e
postmodernist and feminist social critique in Shields’s parodic literary
mysteries may not be explicit in e Vortex, Small Ceremonies, or e Box
Garden but is in Swann and Unless. Although the women protagonists of
all of these books are writers, editors, translators, literary critics, or librarians, they initially have only a blocked and partial view of the life texts
they must read and the life mysteries they must solve. eir blinding and
silencing is inherent to a patriarchal social order that is not reinscribed
at the end of each book, as in the conclusion to the traditional mystery
novel, but is instead challenged, often through the power of writing itself.
e solution to Shields’s final mystery, and indeed the implied solution to
the earlier ones, thus turns on a recognition of women’s often marginal
position and a concomitant feminist and postmodernist unsettling of that
conventional social order through a rereading that places them at the
centre of their life texts.
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